Narrator: Part 2
Judy’s mum is telling Judy a story.
Listen to the story. The story will be played two times. When you hear a beep (beep), answer the question. You now have 5 seconds to read Questions 1 and 2. (5-second music) Listen to the first part of the story.

Mum: 【Billy went fishing at Benson Beach. He caught a fish. Billy wanted to take it home for dinner. Suddenly the fish said, “Please let me go. You can come under the sea with me.” Billy loved the sea. He put the fish into the water. It grew very big and Billy jumped onto its back. They went under the sea.】

Question 2. How did Billy and the fish go under the sea? // (beep)(8-second pause)

You now have 5 seconds to read Questions 3 and 4. (5-second music) Listen to the second part of the story.

Mum: The fish said, “My name is Marlin. I’m the King of the East Sea.” He took Billy to his home. It was a beautiful glass house.

Narrator: Question 3. What is the name of the “King of the East Sea”? // (beep)(8-second pause)
Question 4. Which is the King’s home? // (beep)(8-second pause)

You now have 5 seconds to read Questions 5 and 6. (5-second music) Listen to the third part of the story.

Mum: Billy saw three cute little fish. They were the King’s children. They sang a song to welcome Billy. Then the King showed Billy his sea garden. There were seashells and turtles. Billy saw some seahorses, too.

Narrator: Question 5. How did the King’s children welcome Billy? // (beep)(8-second pause)
Question 6. What did Billy see in the sea garden? // (beep)(8-second pause)

You now have 10 seconds to read Questions 7 to 9. (10-second music) Listen to the fourth part of the story.
Mum: Suddenly, a big shark swam near the King. It wanted to eat the King. Billy said to the shark, (angry tone) “Don’t hurt my friend!” Billy hit the shark’s tail and the King held its head. The shark swam away.

Narrator: Question 7. The shark wanted to ________.
Question 8. How did Billy feel? // (beep)(8-second pause)
Question 9. What did Billy do to the shark? // (beep)(8-second pause)

You now have 5 seconds to read Question 10. (5-second music) Listen to the last part of the story.

Mum: The King thanked Billy for his help. It was time for Billy to go home. He said goodbye to the King. The King said, “Please visit us again. Go to the beach. Shout my name and I will come. Goodbye.”

Narrator: Question 10. What can Billy do when he wants to visit the King? // (beep)(8-second pause)

Listen to the story again and check your answers. The story will begin now. Repeat 【】 without pauses, instructions and questions.

This is the end of Part 2. (5-second pause)